
Messages on the Keys  2020-2021  --All files compiled 

Some messages on the Keys 

6-DEC-2020  

(Jesus speaking: ) As you have wooed Me this night so have I revealed to you My secrets and opened 

unto you great and new storehouses for your delight. You can't have them all right now, for the time 

is yet for a while longer. But keep open to Me and I will keep opening to you what you most desire--

that is aside from Me and being with Me. 

Delighter of My heart and whole being, cherish Me always and so will I do all that is in My power to 

protect and keep you.  

Now, for the matter at hand--are you correct in assuming, from the evidence, that there is a definite 

connection, or oneness, with My Keys and the Angelic host there to serve Me and fight for you and 

for your little ones? 

I tell you, there is more that can't be seen that can be seen. There is far more to be revealed.  

The questions you should now ask are: 

--What am I do to with this side view or glimpse of the possibility that angels are indeed very closely 

related to the mysterious keys?  

--Is there something new that You want to show me and teach me? 

--Am I to behave differently, or act different in my use of this mysterious and ultra powerful weapon 

of the keys? 

*** 

--What am I do to with this side view or glimpse of the possibility that angels are indeed very 

closely related to the mysterious keys?  

(Jesus speaking: ) Work with your helpers. Work very closely indeed, for it is through your use of all 

of Heaven's power that you will gain on the infiltration and entrances of the enemy, rather than lose 

battle after battle. You must gain, and you can only do so with the keys in hand; with My unbeatable 

power there at your side, ready to fight, ready to aide you; ready, on call, for all manner of trying 

situations.  

Keep your feet shod and your loins gird, and always keep your sword ready for use. 

(Thought: that the angelic fighting team got training through the years of the Family’s service, 

helping them all those years. It was field training for them.) 

(Question: ) How do I work closely? what does that mean? 

(Angel speaking: ) To put it simply, you need to hear our calls. And to do that you need to be open. 

Receptivity comes through desire. For if you crave to be one with your Lord and redeemer, and you 

have let us be your aides in this, we can come in, in so many ways. Your constant desiring will pave 



the way for a good line of communication between us.  

We have to keep up ongoing strong communication; you have to want us. Because believe me, we 

want such close intimacy with you, we are made to be one together and nothing will dissuade us 

from reaching that goal. You can try to go here or there for awhile, but you'll only meet us in a new 

way, a new idea, a new method. So you might as well drop the robe, melt into our arms, hear our 

whispers, and ask for it again and again.  

When there is true love, there is true and deep sharing; and I mean of the closest kind; the kind 

where you don't hold back even your most sacred thoughts and intimate secrets. If you trust Jesus 

with your heart and you let us in on your most intimate thoughts and share your deepest concerns, 

cry your hottest tears that we can wipe away, then that really is being one with us. 

Jesus hasn't put stipulations on what you can and can not share with us; we of your closest band of 

warriors and conductors, want to meld with you to a degree you have yet to learn. 

Let's love together, fight together, whisper secrets to one another, and generally live life as a unified 

team. 

This concept of one man one woman was for a time, but now is the time to form bands, for now is 

the time of serious warfare. Though two can chase a thousand, the more the merrier, and the more 

there are of us helping and healing and bringing honour to our Lord, the sooner the victory will 

come.  

 

(Jesus speaking: ) I'm in you darling and I'm never going to leave. Let's love make our way right into 

the future, for you are going to need it; need Me; need the whole team.  

"They shall bear you in their arms" this team is doing just that. They are carrying you, and carrying 

you through. And they bear the consequences for all time of what happens or does not happen with 

you, the life I have entrusted to them.  

Just like you know this is the way with the children in your care, so is it with the Host who do bear 

you.  

*** 

--Is there something new that You want to show me and teach me? 

[He showed me, told me, things about some of my conducting angels; personal messages. Ending 

with:] 

(Angelic being speaking: ) We bear the emblem of the living, fiery God that holds us. We are the 

warrior band assigned to bring you through. Keep your faith strong and fight for your brethren. You 

can only do this when you are strong in faith by faithful study of the Word.  

***   

--Am I to behave differently, or act different in my use of this mysterious and ultra powerful 



weapon of the keys? 

(Jesus speaking: ) All the time use--keep its flame burning in your life. Let your breath be as the 

oxygen that keeps it burning brighter, as you say the words and make the calls.  

Each of your helpers has a key call that they most readily respond to. Learn their calling address, and 

speak the word and activate their power. Speak the word "and your servant will be healed". You 

have but to speak it, say it, and so shall it then be done. 

***  

9-DEC-2020  

(Angelic being speaking: ) We the keepers of the keys for youth are helping you and your comrades 

to keep the flame of revolution burning--that can only be fired up by the Words of His mouth, like 

breath that breathes fire and ignites hearts.  

The way will get dark, and the light must be in your bosom, fired by His Holy Spirit.  

Rally the troupes with the lasso of love; tied in love to the Bridegroom, drawn and captured by the 

love of Jesus. He wants every single one He can get.  

As wedding night approaches, He puts on the ointment with the scent of love, and His most 

attractive garments and says with charming eyes, "Come, come to My secret place. Come and get to 

know Me." 

As you delight yourself in your God, so will locked doors begin to open, to secret chambers where 

only intimate brides are allowed.  

For the beloved of the Lord dwells in safety by Him. 

Gird up now and fight.  

 

*** 

(Beginning of December 2020: ) 

(Jesus speaking: )  I want to remove just a bit more of my covering that veils the awesome, world 

changing empowering force of the Keys of the Kingdom.  

"Don't make a move without them" I have said. So what does that mean? If you aren't to make a 

move without hearing My voice, and without using and moving with the Keys, does this reveal 

something to you? 

[Quote insert:  As you enter the Time of the End in earnest and the Endtime scenarios start to 
befall you, you will see clearly how desperately you will need the keys of the Kingdom. You will not 
make a move without them. Right now, without having those very desperate situations always 
before you, you can't always see how you can practice‚ but you do need to sharpen your skills in 
order to be ready for the Endtime game. (#3599)] 

(Prophecy from Jesus continues: ) 

How about the "let them become one with you"? Are you to become one with an object, or with the 



Spirit of the Saviour? 

[Quote insert: Your adversary knows My power with My keys and My Word combined. ..You must 

let Me‚ My Word, and the keys become one with you, for unless all three are an integral part of your 

life, I will only be able to use you to a certain degree, but never fully. (#3433)] 

[Quote insert: (Ellya:) I long to tell you how to call on the keys. First, you must understand that the 
keys of the Kingdom are real. They exist. They are not a mere symbol, nor some sort of ornamental 
representation. They are a real and living, vibrant entity. The keys are alive, and they represent our 
Savior's Spirit and all the power of Heaven, which can never be conquered. When you call on the 
keys, remember that you are calling on a living, moving, powerful, spiritual phenomenon. The keys 
of the Kingdom have been granted power by God‚ and they release power in return. When you call 
on the keys, they will unleash power on your behalf. ( #3368)] 

(Prophecy from Jesus continues: ) 

Let the Keys make love to you and bring you through their power up and into a new realm of 

Heavenly empowerment. Fight to use the keys, for it is through doing so that you have greater 

empowerment. 

The Keys live to fight the battles of the Lord, and to enact and put into affect their power, you too 

have to fight in the Spirit, with the power of His might. Keep calling. Keep being directed. Keep being 

connected, for they connect you with Heaven's storehouse of help from the realm of the spirit.  

Keep seeking, asking, and knocking and more will be revealed to you in time. Keep at it, for it's well 

worth it. It is a worthy thing to be knocking on the door of Heaven for. 

***  

16-DEC-2020  

More the Keyes—Lord you said: “Keep seeking, asking, and knocking and more will be revealed to 

you in time. Keep at it, for it's well worth it. It is a worthy thing to be knocking on the door of Heaven 

for.” 

(Jesus speaking: ) 

The Keyes are your force, the team of representatives of Heaven who are granted all access to the 

powers needed to win the mighty wars of God. You think there aren’t ranks and access permissions 

in the Heavenly realm? There are. All wish to be a part of this final show down war, but only those 

who follow hard after Me, and have trained well, get to be a part of the Keyes forces, for it is and will 

be the toughest battle yet.  

You all are being trained, and so will be a part of this warfare as well. 

Who gets to be a Key provider, or link to Heaven’s storehouse of power? 

Those who I choose, and based on their willingness to fight long and hard for Me and for My cause, 

and willingness to do anything, anything at all—whatever humble task, for anyone at all, whoever I 

pick.  



You can’t be picky in My army, or your get moved to the lesser battalions and ranks. If you have 

personal agendas and things you wish to do, if they are good I’ll let My team members do this, but 

they can’t be doing their “good to do’s” while on the all out, full throttle team. Utter obedience and 

full power yieldedness is one of the main requirements.  

The Keyes are strong and can out wit and win in any battle.  

And it’s this three fold power that is invincible—utter yielded brides fighting on Earth plane, 

together with the Keyes army, and all infused with the full power of Heaven that they have access 

to.  

Full obedience, utter compassion, and daring to do the so called impossible, are traits that this 

combined team must have—you and your Helps. 

So become one—be one with the Keyes.  

Want to get up in rank and filled with more power than you’ll ever need for Earth’s puny battles? 

Hook up and be one. Fight as one. Love as one. Focus on the united goals. Be one with Me. Hear my 

one call, and each respond in your personal way that you are to be fighting—each in their God-given 

tasks. 

You think you have lots of time left to keep learning to use the keyes and hope do it right? The Keyes 

are here, and you must get fighting with them. The day of the Lord is at hand. Warrior on. There is 

not a moment left to lose. 

*** 

17-DEC-2020 

(Prayer: ) Stop me from thinking whatever is wrong in my thoughts about the Keyes…show anything 

more I need to know: 

(Jesus speaking: ) Open your eyes and look. The keyes are the eyes to heaven. Open your eyes and 

behold. It’s as simple as a glance. That is why in the “Keyes turned to swords” they looked and 

focused. A look is the “key solution” here. The eyes have it.  

What does My Word say about eyes. Open your eyes.  

Have you seen those locks that have something covering them, that needs to be moved out of the 

way before it is open and the key can enter the keyhole and open it up? 

It’s much the same way. For the keyes to work you need to be open.  

And there needs to be a hand that moves it, powers it. 

The key fills. The keyes possess your being when they are called. They can adapt to any size or shape 

or need. The visions you have seen are very few and small compared to the reality that is in the 

spiritual realm. … petty visions, that can seem wild, are only a glimpse or touch of the reality. That’s 

why the more you get to know your angelic team, and find out some things they are actually capable 

of, you will be farther ahead when you get to the next realm, you’ll know more how things work in 



the spirit and so more can be shared with you, and you can enter in knowing more and have more 

access to levels and features. 

… [other topics talked about] Modern society strips many meanings off key passages in the 

scriptures, but one day all will be made fully clear to you again. [Note: the original spelling of it in the 

1611 KJV Bible is: Keyes.] 

So back to the main topic: Who or what are the keyes—if there is more that your small mind can 

fathom at this point? 

Well, if you’d done your studies and both practiced and asked Me more about them all these years, 

you would be further along. But now, if you are keen, I can give some condensed crash-course 

lessons to bring you closer up to speed.  

1. Start with re-reading all that I have given on the keys, praying with all your heart to notice 

what you are mean to see in them.  

2. Next, form new questions to seek me about, that the material doesn’t make too clear; things 

that are hidden from your view but you wish to know more about. 

3. Then ask Me yet more, to ensure you have heard Me correctly with the new counsel.  

4. Then do it, live it, dream it, embrace it, and be one with Me and the Keyes, and be ready 

most of all for the next bend in the road. 

*** 

24-12-20 

Asking the Lord for more on the keys: 

(Question: ) A message on psalm 103 said: “So realise, that what you do with the knowledge of God--

or the ability to know more if you ask, seek, and knock--will very much determine what classes you 

get to attend in the next life, and who will be your classmates there and then.” 

So I’m asking, seeking, and knocking to know more about the keys. I will study what You have given, 

again, but anything more to say that I’m allowed to know? 

 (Jesus speaking: ) The Keys await your command; they are at your beck and call. –That is if you are 

in the game. Those engaged heavily in the war for souls get extra spiritual assistance.  

Those that make mission works a part time job, a sideline matter, won’t get as battered and targeted 

as other who live and breathe the work of the Lord—to make disciples of all nations, at all costs. 

Have you given your all? Then you get all the spiritual help available. Are you a part time winner, 

doing mostly what you’d like to get done in this life, while working for the Lord of the Harvest every 

now and then? Help will be there when you need it, but limited.  

“Full-out soul harvester” doesn’t mean you are out witnessing 100% of the time, but that you are 

given over to Me all the way and doing whatever is needed for your part of the mission—whether 

it’s a supportive role or whatever. But nonetheless, all out, and using all the power of Heaven at your 

fingertips, in all the ways you can, so you can do the best you can, right where you are. 

Everyone is vital, and all are needed. And those that are on the cutting edge, the blade of My army, 

right in contact with the enemy forces, get My full assistance and help.  

***  



 

(Excerpt from the message on Christmas 2020, from a Knight angel: )  

(Angelic Knight speaking: ) Wanna leave a Christmas gift for someone? Ask for the Heavenly Access 

teams to do the job. The best gifts will make it into people’s homes. They won’t be the same when 

this year is over. Their hearts will have new seeds in them. They can close and lock their windows, 

doors and eyes if they like, but nothing stops Heaven’s “full access” team that can go anywhere at 

all, in any part of a person’s brain and heart and leave a gift for them to unwrap—and hopefully 

thank the giver, Jesus, for His gift of Salvation. 

Where do you want to go? Call on us, and we’ll deliver the goods and make fast work of it as well. ….  

Keys of Heavenly Access know no boundaries, boarders, walls or doors. They need no visa or 

stamps of approval.  

***  

(Note: been 21 days now asking about the keys, on this day these new messages came, and kept 

coming.) 

27-DEC-2020 

(Jesus speaking: ) Keyp loving; keys and love to go together. It’s amazing that sex and key locks aren’t 

automatically thought of. I insert My loving key into the heart and mind of the eager one, and 

release the power. You have to be loving Me to receive that power. 

That’s why there are different access codes, different levels of receiving the “power” of the keys. –

People have different levels of love they give Me and engage with Me.  

See there’s two things. The keys, and the power coming from it. It depends on the love someone is 

willing to love Me with, and receive My love in return. Those that “go all the way” get all the power, 

all the seeds, the full climax and release of power.  

When you let Me do a miracle through you with this power, it’s really exciting for Me. I go and go 

and go again. It’s really a thrill.  

Sex with God is letting Me do the impossible through you, and do it again in whatever way I delight 

and have the passion for; “God’s explosions” going into the world and letting My power move and 

do and give and fill.  

However those who want to just pet the love of God, or are just getting to know Me, or who love Me 

at more of a distance, clothes and coverings unremoved, we can still love and I can still give some 

thrills of My power, but the Key power won’t be fully revealed and given to them, in them. They can 

have some power, but not all.  

But if you want the naked love of your God, and you have nothing covering you, clothing you, but 

the righteousness of your Redeemer, and you want spiritual sex, then I can come right into you. I 

release My key of empowerment and give it to you fully.  

It is sex with Me. I have to be in you for you to get the power released in you all the way. 

It’s no coincidence that the “final key” vision is shaped in the oblong shape that it is—so you’d get 

the point: insert and get the explosion. And the key craft, the seed sacks carrying it to you is round—

even ring shaped.  



Put these together, put us together, and boom you get a life explosion. I in you, and you filled with 

Me. 

What power do you need? Receive it through the keys, My Key in you. Love with Me and full power 

you will get.  

And how do I do this but by the vessels I send out to you to transmit the explosions on a small scale, 

all transmitting My seeds and passion. The angels of God come into you and bring that bit of My life, 

My power, and boom miracles then happen. 

But if you are too shy or too proud to partake of sex with an almighty God and Redeemer, and 

receive it at my “hand” through the hands of the ones bringing this power right into you, into your 

midst, then you’ll miss out on the hearty love feast that we all are having.  

It’s an explosion. We are hating evil, but we are really loving the good, “loving” in the verb and active 

sense. That which is of God, the “good” is what we are loving up, coming into, empowering, and 

activating, which is the same as reaching an orgasm.  

My troupes love their job as it’s really climactic to say the least. 

You on Earth have a touch of this feeling, but when you get up here you can have so much more 

pleasure. When an angel is releasing the power of God’s Keys to a receptive and eager person, and it 

explodes in a miracle of some sort, it’s really a wild loving explosion. It feels so good. It’s better than 

a hundred fucks you might have on Earth.  

So call for the Keys of God to come—the ones that bear the seamen and seeds and power of God to 

be inserted into you, and the explosion to come about. But do more than call them to come, take it 

the next step, join with Me in a love feast. Let the explosion be complete. Don’t withhold. Let us be 

one with you and fill you with our loving, again and again, many times each day as you call and let 

the miracles be released through your faith. 

***  

Keys and love and Word (seeds) are one happy team together.  

Who has and gives the keys? Jesus. 

How does He give it? While loving with His partner. 

What does He give? Seeds, power; He sends His Word and heals. His Word is powerful. 

***  

(Jesus speaking: )  

I reveal My Keys, I bare My sword, I reveal my secrets, I bare My arm (army).  

Receive Me in love, call for My Keys of any type to come, and let all Heaven explode in extasy as the 

power of God is released.  

*** 

(Jesus speaking: ) It ends the way it started—with naked loving sex. First of the flesh, with Adam and 

Eve in the garden, then with Me, Christ and My bride.  



The final Key explodes, the “ultimate orgasm” of the end of life as you know it, as your father David 

spoke of.  

I “come” quickly, for my Word, My Sword, My tool of strength, is “quick and powerful”.  

Of course the angels want to be send out to spread My seeds of power, strength, to be bearers of 

My truth. I let them explode with extasy when they pass it on. It’s orgasmic.  

Yes they fight evil, but they love with good.  

See, mankind has been so blinded by the bad and warped, bent in one direction, they forget that 

there is another side.  

Where evil abounds, so does grace even more so.  

If there is something bad, there’s a whole lot more good around than you can see. 

If the angels fight and it’s a long hard fight, you can know they have a lot more loving and thrills and 

pure excitement to buoy them up. Everyone wants to be on My team, for they get lots and lots of 

loving extasy as a result.  

You [they] don’t have to be having actual sex to reach climaxes. They can come when one is simply 

doing My will. Boom, I can reward them with utter revealing pleasures. I train with love, and you 

don’t want to miss a training session. I reward more than I punish. It’s a thrill to be on the team of 

the cutting edge fighters. –Those who have given all. Those who are willing to do anything, anytime 

for Me. I have so few, so very very few like this on Earth. People stick with what they wish to do, and 

if it’s working they keep at it and see little need to change. But I am a moving God, a living God, and I 

do a new thing all the time.  

Those on My close team, totally willing, day and night to do anything, anywhere, for anyone, are the 

fighting team I need in these days. These are the ones I send to assist you as you call on the keys. 

That’s why the keys can go anywhere, do anything, and there is any type of key that you need. Why? 

Because they—My key warriors—are willing to do anything. They form whatever team and 

combination to meet any need. They don’t worry if they have to stop what they were doing, if and 

when it’s time to fight in a new need. 

How cool is that? I can call, blow the whistle, say the word—whatever key is called on, and they take 

new shape and formation to meet the need. Whoever is needed. They instantly attend the one who 

is calling. Highly trained, but most of all utterly surrendered, in utter obedience. Instant obedience. 

And that’s why they can have at their disposal any and all power of God to do the job. They won’t 

use it for their own glory or dreams and side-line wishes. I don’t have to limit the support I give for 

their pet projects. They are only fulfilling My utter and highest will, so they can have all the power 

that they need to do the job.  

Truly “following the lamb whithersoever He goeth.”  

***  

27-DEC-2020  

Keys Promise book: The keys of revelation part the veil between your world and Mine, and in our 
times of intimate communion I will reveal to you My secrets. 
 



 (When thinking about how loving Jesus opens us to receive the keys, and the power. And He wooed 

us with love, then asked us to be intimate with Him.)  

(Jesus speaking: ) I knew you’d only wish to be open to intimacy with someone you first can trust, 

and then who you know also loves you. So we had to build on love first of all, and build on trust.  

Then we could be intimate. 

Then through opening to Me, you can now receive the power of the keys deep within you. 

And with this power becoming one with you, like the seeds of a man come in and be one, and even 

change the DNA of a woman and are part of her, now with this union we can bear fruit like never 

before.  

You are, of course, not the only ones with the keys; whoever is totally yielded and willing to obey Me 

and do My will gets this extra helping from Heaven to push them along the track.  

 

The fall-out will be great, as in much. For not all love Me as they love their worldly things. But those 

who have forsaken the world have greater access to the empowerment from above.  

Although I wish for all to love Me dearly and deeply—and endure all that it takes for doing so, I’ll 

love all the more the few on Earth that remain true. I won’t lessen the love I wanted to pour out, as 

in the volume. I’ll just pour it out extra on those who remain true.  

If someone turns away and clings to the world and lets the world cling to them, the gifts of love I 

would have given them, I’ll still pour out, but rather to their brother or sister who remained faithful. 

For because of their turning away from Me it does make things harder for those who remain true to 

Me, so the loving gifts I instead give to those who hold to Me through the hard times. You get twice 

as much or many more times over, the joy and rewards.  

***  

DEC 2020  

(Jesus speaking: ) It’ll be like a clue card to get others to pray more about the Keys. It’s not “all sewn 

up” yet, as in all that is to be said about them has been said. I said you’ll keep learning more about 

them for the rest of your time there—but have you sat in class, or thought it would just filter to you 

through the air? Try asking some interesting questions, and let My responses stir your interest, and 

surprise you as well.  

***  

 



 

 

 

6-DEC-2020_on the Keyes-Pt 1  

(Jesus speaking: ) As you have wooed Me this night so have I revealed to you My secrets and opened 

unto you great and new storehouses for your delight. You can't have them all right now, for the time 

is yet for a while longer. But keep open to Me and I will keep opening to you what you most desire--

that is aside from Me and being with Me. 

Delighter of My heart and whole being, cherish Me always and so will I do all that is in My power to 

protect and keep you.  

Now, for the matter at hand--are you correct in assuming, from the evidence, that there is a definite 

connection, or oneness, with My Keys and the Angelic host there to serve Me and fight for you and 

for your little ones? 

I tell you, there is more that can't be seen that can be seen. There is far more to be revealed.  

The questions you should now ask are: 

--What am I do to with this side view or glimpse of the possibility that angels are indeed very closely 

related to the mysterious keys?  

--Is there something new that You want to show me and teach me? 

--Am I to behave differently, or act different in my use of this mysterious and ultra powerful weapon 

of the keys? 

*** 

--What am I do to with this side view or glimpse of the possibility that angels are indeed very 

closely related to the mysterious keys?  

(Jesus speaking: ) Work with your helpers. Work very closely indeed, for it is through your use of all 

of Heaven's power that you will gain on the infiltration and entrances of the enemy, rather than lose 



battle after battle. You must gain, and you can only do so with the keys in hand; with My unbeatable 

power there at your side, ready to fight, ready to aide you; ready, on call, for all manner of trying 

situations.  

Keep your feet shod and your loins gird, and always keep your sword ready for use. 

(Question: ) How do I work closely? what does that mean? 

(Angel speaking: ) To put it simply, you need to hear our calls. And to do that you need to be open. 

Receptivity comes through desire. For if you crave to be one with your Lord and Redeemer, and you 

have let us be your aides in this, we can come in, in so many ways. Your constant desiring will pave 

the way for a good line of communication between us.  

We have to keep up ongoing strong communication; you have to want us. Because believe me, we 

want such close intimacy with you, we are made to be one together and nothing will dissuade us 

from reaching that goal. You can try to go here or there for awhile, but you'll only meet us in a new 

way, a new idea, a new method. So you might as well drop the robe, melt into our arms, hear our 

whispers, and ask for it again and again.  

When there is true love, there is true and deep sharing; and I mean of the closest kind; the kind 

where you don't hold back even your most sacred thoughts and intimate secrets. If you trust Jesus 

with your heart and you let us in on your most intimate thoughts and share your deepest concerns, 

cry your hottest tears that we can wipe away, then that really is being one with us. 

Jesus hasn't put stipulations on what you can and can not share with us; we of your closest band of 

warriors and conductors, want to meld with you to a degree you have yet to learn. 

Let's love together, fight together, whisper secrets to one another, and generally live life as a unified 

team. 

This concept of one man one woman was for a time, but now is the time to form bands, for now is 

the time of serious warfare. Though two can chase a thousand, the more the merrier, and the more 

there are of us helping and healing and bringing honour to our Lord, the sooner the victory will 

come.  

 

(Jesus speaking: ) I'm in you darling and I'm never going to leave. Let's love make our way right into 

the future, for you are going to need it; need Me; need the whole team.  

"They shall bear you in their arms." This team is doing just that. They are carrying you, and carrying 

you through. And they bear the consequences for all time of what happens or does not happen with 

you, the life I have entrusted to them.  

Just like you know this is the way with the children in your care, so is it with the Host who do bear 

you.  

*** 

--Is there something new that You want to show me and teach me? 



[He showed me, told me, things about some of my conducting angels; personal messages. Ending 

with:] 

(Angelic being speaking: ) We bear the emblem of the living, fiery God that holds us. We are the 

warrior band assigned to bring you through. Keep your faith strong and fight for your brethren. You 

can only do this when you are strong in faith by faithful study of the Word.  

***   

--Am I to behave differently, or act different in my use of this mysterious and ultra powerful 

weapon of the keys? 

(Jesus speaking: ) All the time use--keep its flame burning in your life. Let your breath be as the 

oxygen that keeps it burning brighter, as you say the words and make the calls.  

Each of your helpers has a key call that they most readily respond to. Learn their calling address, and 

speak the word and activate their power. Speak the word "and your servant will be healed". You 

have but to speak it, say it, and so shall it then be done. 

 

9-DEC-2020_on the Keyes-Pt 2  

(Angelic being speaking: ) We the keepers of the keys for youth are helping you and your comrades 

to keep the flame of revolution burning--that can only be fired up by the Words of His mouth, like 

breath that breathes fire and ignites hearts.  

The way will get dark, and the light must be in your bosom, fired by His Holy Spirit.  

Rally the troupes with the lasso of love; tied in love to the Bridegroom, drawn and captured by the 

love of Jesus. He wants every single one He can get.  

As wedding night approaches, He puts on the ointment with the scent of love, and His most 

attractive garments and says with charming eyes, "Come, come to My secret place. Come and get to 

know Me." 

As you delight yourself in your God, so will locked doors begin to open, to secret chambers where 

only intimate brides are allowed.  

For the beloved of the Lord dwells in safety by Him. 

Gird up now and fight.  

 

*** 

(Beginning of December 2020: ) 

(Jesus speaking: )  I want to remove just a bit more of my covering that veils the awesome, world 

changing empowering force of the Keys of the Kingdom.  

"Don't make a move without them" I have said. So what does that mean? If you aren't to make a 

move without hearing My voice, and without using and moving with the Keys, does this reveal 



something to you? 

[Quote insert:  As you enter the Time of the End in earnest and the Endtime scenarios start to 
befall you, you will see clearly how desperately you will need the keys of the Kingdom. You will not 
make a move without them. Right now, without having those very desperate situations always 
before you, you can't always see how you can practice‚ but you do need to sharpen your skills in 
order to be ready for the Endtime game. (#3599)] 

(Prophecy from Jesus continues: ) 

How about the "let them become one with you"? Are you to become one with an object, or with the 

Spirit of the Saviour? 

[Quote insert: Your adversary knows My power with My keys and My Word combined. ..You must 

let Me‚ My Word, and the keys become one with you, for unless all three are an integral part of your 

life, I will only be able to use you to a certain degree, but never fully. (#3433)] 

[Quote insert: (Ellya:) I long to tell you how to call on the keys. First, you must understand that the 
keys of the Kingdom are real. They exist. They are not a mere symbol, nor some sort of ornamental 
representation. They are a real and living, vibrant entity. The keys are alive, and they represent our 
Savior's Spirit and all the power of Heaven, which can never be conquered. When you call on the 
keys, remember that you are calling on a living, moving, powerful, spiritual phenomenon. The keys 
of the Kingdom have been granted power by God‚ and they release power in return. When you call 
on the keys, they will unleash power on your behalf. ( #3368)] 

(Prophecy from Jesus continues: ) 

Let the Keys make love to you and bring you, through their power, up and into a new realm of 

Heavenly empowerment. Fight to use the keys, for it is through doing so that you have greater 

empowerment. 

The Keys live to fight the battles of the Lord, and to enact and put into effect their power, you too 

have to fight in the Spirit, with the power of His might. Keep calling. Keep being directed. Keep being 

connected, for they connect you with Heaven's storehouse of help from the realm of the spirit.  

Keep seeking, asking, and knocking and more will be revealed to you in time. Keep at it, for it's well 

worth it. It is a worthy thing to be knocking on the door of Heaven for. 

 

16-17-DEC-2020_on the Keyes Pt 3 

16-DEC-2020  

More the Keyes—Lord you said: “Keep seeking, asking, and knocking and more will be revealed to 

you in time. Keep at it, for it's well worth it. It is a worthy thing to be knocking on the door of Heaven 

for.” 

(Jesus speaking: ) 

The Keyes are your force, the team of representatives of Heaven who are granted all access to the 

powers needed to win the mighty wars of God. You think there aren’t ranks and access permissions 



in the Heavenly realm? There are. All wish to be a part of this final show down war, but only those 

who follow hard after Me, and have trained well, get to be a part of the Keyes forces, for it is and will 

be the toughest battle yet.  

You all are being trained, and so will be a part of this warfare as well. 

Who gets to be a Key provider, or link to Heaven’s storehouse of power? 

Those who I choose, and based on their willingness to fight long and hard for Me and for My cause, 

and willingness to do anything, anything at all—whatever humble task, for anyone at all, whoever I 

pick.  

You can’t be picky in My army, or your get moved to the lesser battalions and ranks. If you have 

personal agendas and things you wish to do, if they are good I’ll let My team members do this, but 

they can’t be doing their “good to do’s” while on the all out, full throttle team. Utter obedience and 

full power yieldedness is one of the main requirements.  

The Keyes are strong and can out wit and win in any battle.  

And it’s this three fold power that is invincible—utter yielded brides fighting on Earth plane, 

together with the Keyes army, and all infused with the full power of Heaven that they have access 

to.  

Full obedience, utter compassion, and daring to do the so called impossible, are traits that this 

combined team must have—you and your Helps. 

So become one—be one with the Keyes.  

Want to get up in rank and filled with more power than you’ll ever need for Earth’s puny battles? 

Hook up and be one. Fight as one. Love as one. Focus on the united goals. Be one with Me. Hear my 

one call, and each respond in your personal way that you are to be fighting—each in their God-given 

tasks. 

You think you have lots of time left to keep learning to use the keyes and hope do it right? The Keyes 

are here, and you must get fighting with them. The day of the Lord is at hand. Warrior on. There is 

not a moment left to lose. 

*** 

17-DEC-2020 

(Prayer: ) Stop me from thinking whatever is wrong in my thoughts about the Keyes…show anything 

more I need to know: 

(Jesus speaking: ) Open your eyes and look. The keyes are the eyes to heaven. Open your eyes and 

behold. It’s as simple as a glance. That is why in the “Keyes turned to swords” they looked and 

focused. A look is the “key solution” here. The eyes have it.  

What does My Word say about eyes. Open your eyes.  



Have you seen those locks that have something covering them, that needs to be moved out of the 

way before it is open and the key can enter the keyhole and open it up? 

It’s much the same way. For the keyes to work you need to be open.  

And there needs to be a hand that moves it, powers it. 

The key fills. The keyes possess your being when they are called. They can adapt to any size or shape 

or need. The visions you have seen are very few and small compared to the reality that is in the 

spiritual realm. … petty visions, that can seem wild, are only a glimpse or touch of the reality. That’s 

why the more you get to know your angelic team, and find out some things they are actually capable 

of, you will be farther ahead when you get to the next realm, you’ll know more how things work in 

the spirit and so more can be shared with you, and you can enter in knowing more and have more 

access to levels and features. 

… [other topics talked about] Modern society strips many meanings off key passages in the 

scriptures, but one day all will be made fully clear to you again. [Note: the original spelling of it in the 

1611 KJV Bible is: Keyes.] 

So back to the main topic: Who or what are the keyes—if there is more that your small mind can 

fathom at this point? 

Well, if you’d done your studies and both practiced and asked Me more about them all these years, 

you would be further along. But now, if you are keen, I can give some condensed crash-course 

lessons to bring you closer up to speed.  

5. Start with re-reading all that I have given on the keys, praying with all your heart to notice 

what you are mean to see in them.  

6. Next, form new questions to seek me about, that the material doesn’t make too clear; things 

that are hidden from your view but you wish to know more about. 

7. Then ask Me yet more, to ensure you have heard Me correctly with the new counsel.  

8. Then do it, live it, dream it, embrace it, and be one with Me and the Keyes, and be ready 

most of all for the next bend in the road. 

 

24-DEC-2020_on the Keyes Pt 4 

Asking the Lord for more on the keys: 

(Question: ) A message on psalm 103 said: “So realise, that what you do with the knowledge of God--

or the ability to know more if you ask, seek, and knock--will very much determine what classes you 

get to attend in the next life, and who will be your classmates there and then.” 

So I’m asking, seeking, and knocking to know more about the keys. I will study what You have given, 

again, but anything more to say that I’m allowed to know? 

 (Jesus speaking: ) The Keys await your command; they are at your beck and call. –That is if you are 

in the game. Those engaged heavily in the war for souls get extra spiritual assistance.  

Those that make mission works a part time job, a sideline matter, won’t get as battered and targeted 

as other who live and breathe the work of the Lord—to make disciples of all nations, at all costs. 



Have you given your all? Then you get all the spiritual help available. Are you a part time winner, 

doing mostly what you’d like to get done in this life, while working for the Lord of the Harvest every 

now and then? Help will be there when you need it, but limited.  

“Full-out soul harvester” doesn’t mean you are out witnessing 100% of the time, but that you are 

given over to Me all the way and doing whatever is needed for your part of the mission—whether 

it’s a supportive role or whatever. But nonetheless, all out, and using all the power of Heaven at your 

fingertips, in all the ways you can, so you can do the best you can, right where you are. 

Everyone is vital, and all are needed. And those that are on the cutting edge, the blade of My army, 

right in contact with the enemy forces, get My full assistance and help.  

***  

24-DEC-2020 

(Excerpt from the message on Christmas 2020, from a Knight angel: )  

(Angelic Knight speaking: ) Wanna leave a Christmas gift for someone? Ask for the Heavenly Access 

teams to do the job. The best gifts will make it into people’s homes. They won’t be the same when 

this year is over. Their hearts will have new seeds in them. They can close and lock their windows, 

doors and eyes if they like, but nothing stops Heaven’s “full access” team that can go anywhere at 

all, in any part of a person’s brain and heart and leave a gift for them to unwrap—and hopefully 

thank the giver, Jesus, for His gift of Salvation. 

Where do you want to go? Call on us, and we’ll deliver the goods and make fast work of it as well. ….  

Keys of Heavenly Access know no boundaries, boarders, walls or doors. They need no visa or 

stamps of approval.  

 

27-DEC-2020_on the Keyes Pt 5 

(Note: It’s been 21 days now asking about the keys, on this day these new messages came, and kept 

coming.) 

 (Jesus speaking: ) Keyp loving; keys and love to go together. It’s amazing that sex and key locks 

aren’t automatically thought of. I insert My loving key into the heart and mind of the eager one, and 

release the power. You have to be loving Me to receive that power. 

That’s why there are different access codes, different levels of receiving the “power” of the keys. –

People have different levels of love they give Me and engage with Me.  

See there’s two things. The keys, and the power coming from it. It depends on the love someone is 

willing to love Me with, and receive My love in return. Those that “go all the way” get all the power, 

all the seeds, the full climax and release of power.  

When you let Me do a miracle through you with this power, it’s really exciting for Me. I go and go 

and go again. It’s really a thrill.  

Sex with God is letting Me do the impossible through you, and do it again in whatever way I delight 

and have the passion for; “God’s explosions” going into the world and letting My power move and 

do and give and fill.  



However those who want to just pet the love of God, or are just getting to know Me, or who love Me 

at more of a distance, clothes and coverings unremoved, we can still love and I can still give some 

thrills of My power, but the Key power won’t be fully revealed and given to them, in them. They can 

have some power, but not all.  

But if you want the naked love of your God, and you have nothing covering you, clothing you, but 

the righteousness of your Redeemer, and you want spiritual sex, then I can come right into you. I 

release My key of empowerment and give it to you fully.  

It is sex with Me. I have to be in you for you to get the power released in you all the way. 

It’s no coincidence that the “final key” vision is shaped in the oblong shape that it is—so you’d get 

the point: insert and get the explosion. And the key craft, the seed sacks carrying it to you is round—

even ring shaped.  

Put these together, put us together, and boom you get a life explosion. I in you, and you filled with 

Me. 

What power do you need? Receive it through the keys, My Key in you. Love with Me and full power 

you will get.  

And how do I do this but by the vessels I send out to you to transmit the explosions on a small scale, 

all transmitting My seeds and passion. The angels of God come into you and bring that bit of My life, 

My power, and boom miracles then happen. 

But if you are too shy or too proud to partake of sex with an almighty God and Redeemer, and 

receive it at My “hand” through the hands of the ones bringing this power right into you, into your 

midst, then you’ll miss out on the hearty love feast that we all are having.  

It’s an explosion. We are hating evil, but we are really loving the good, “loving” in the verb and active 

sense. That which is of God, the “good” is what we are loving up, coming into, empowering, and 

activating, which is the same as reaching an orgasm.  

My troupes love their job as it’s really climactic to say the least. 

You on Earth have a touch of this feeling, but when you get up here you can have so much more 

pleasure. When an angel is releasing the power of God’s Keys to a receptive and eager person, and it 

explodes in a miracle of some sort, it’s really a wild loving explosion. It feels so good. It’s better than 

a hundred fucks you might have on Earth.  

So call for the Keys of God to come—the ones that bear the seamen and seeds and power of God to 

be inserted into you, and the explosion to come about. But do more than call them to come, take it 

the next step, join with Me in a love feast. Let the explosion be complete. Don’t withhold. Let us be 

one with you and fill you with our loving, again and again, many times each day as you call and let 

the miracles be released through your faith. 

***  

Keys and love and Word (seeds) are one happy team together.  

Who has and gives the keys? Jesus. 

How does He give it? While loving with His partner. 

What does He give? Seeds, power; He sends His Word and heals. His Word is powerful. 



***  

(Jesus speaking: )  

I reveal My Keys, I bare My sword, I reveal my secrets, I bare My arm (army).  

Receive Me in love, call for My Keys of any type to come, and let all Heaven explode in extasy as the 

power of God is released.  

*** 

(Jesus speaking: ) It ends the way it started—with naked loving sex. First of the flesh, with Adam and 

Eve in the garden, then with Me, Christ and My bride.  

The final Key explodes, the “ultimate orgasm” of the end of life as you know it, as your father David 

spoke of.  

I “come” quickly, for my Word, My Sword, My tool of strength, is “quick and powerful”.  

Of course the angels want to be send out to spread My seeds of power and strength, to be bearers 

of My truth. I let them explode with extasy when they pass it on. It’s orgasmic.  

Yes they fight evil, but they love with good.  

See, mankind has been so blinded by the bad and warped, bent in one direction, they forget that 

there is another side.  

Where evil abounds, so does grace even more so.  

If there is something bad, there’s a whole lot more good around than you can see. 

If the angels fight and it’s a long hard fight, you can know they have a lot more loving and thrills and 

pure excitement to buoy them up. Everyone wants to be on My team, for they get lots and lots of 

loving extasy as a result.  

You [they] don’t have to be having actual sex to reach climaxes. They can come when one is simply 

doing My will. Boom, I can reward them with utter revealing pleasures. I train with love, and you 

don’t want to miss a training session. I reward more than I punish. It’s a thrill to be on the team of 

the cutting edge fighters. –Those who have given all. Those who are willing to do anything, anytime 

for Me. I have so few, so very very few like this on Earth. People stick with what they wish to do, and 

if it’s working they keep at it and see little need to change. But I am a moving God, a living God, and I 

do a new thing all the time.  

Those on My close team, totally willing, day and night to do anything, anywhere, for anyone, are the 

fighting team I need in these days. These are the ones I send to assist you as you call on the keys. 

That’s why the keys can go anywhere, do anything, and there is any type of key that you need. Why? 

Because they—My key warriors—are willing to do anything. They form whatever team and 

combination to meet any need. They don’t worry if they have to stop what they were doing, if and 

when it’s time to fight in a new need. 

How cool is that? I can call, blow the whistle, say the word—whatever key is called on, and they take 

new shape and formation to meet the need. Whoever is needed. They instantly attend the one who 

is calling. Highly trained, but most of all utterly surrendered, in utter obedience. Instant obedience. 

And that’s why they can have at their disposal any and all power of God to do the job. They won’t 

use it for their own glory or dreams and side-line wishes. I don’t have to limit the support I give for 



their pet projects. They are only fulfilling My utter and highest will, so they can have all the power 

that they need to do the job.  

Truly “following the lamb whithersoever He goeth.”  

***  

27-DEC-2020  

Keys Promise book: The keys of revelation part the veil between your world and Mine, and in our 
times of intimate communion I will reveal to you My secrets. 
 

 (When thinking about how loving Jesus opens us to receive the keys, and the power. And He wooed 

us with love, then asked us to be intimate with Him.)  

(Jesus speaking: ) I knew you’d only wish to be open to intimacy with someone you first can trust, 

and then who you know also loves you. So we had to build on love first of all, and build on trust.  

Then we could be intimate. 

Then through opening to Me, you can now receive the power of the keys deep within you. 

And with this power becoming one with you, like the seeds of a man come in and be one, and even 

change the DNA of a woman and are part of her, now with this union we can bear fruit like never 

before.  

You are, of course, not the only ones with the keys; whoever is totally yielded and willing to obey Me 

and do My will gets this extra helping from Heaven to push them along the track.  

 

The fall-out will be great, as in much. For not all love Me as they love their worldly things. But those 

who have forsaken the world have greater access to the empowerment from above.  

Although I wish for all to love Me dearly and deeply—and endure all that it takes for doing so, I’ll 

love all the more the few on Earth that remain true. I won’t lessen the love I wanted to pour out, as 

in the volume. I’ll just pour it out extra on those who remain true.  

If someone turns away and clings to the world and lets the world cling to them, the gifts of love I 

would have given them, I’ll still pour out, but rather to their brother or sister who remained faithful. 

For because of their turning away from Me it does make things harder for those who remain true to 

Me, so the loving gifts I instead give to those who hold to Me through the hard times. You get twice 

as much or many more times over, the joy and rewards.  

***  

DEC 2020  

(Jesus speaking: ) It’ll be like a clue card to get others to pray more about the Keys. It’s not “all sewn 

up” yet, as in all that is to be said about them has been said. I said you’ll keep learning more about 

them for the rest of your time there—but have you sat in class, or thought it would just filter to you 

through the air? Try asking some interesting questions, and let My responses stir your interest, and 

surprise you as well.  



***  

 

 

 

 

20-Dec-2020_I am magical_keys of transformation  

 (Jesus speaking: ) 

I’m a magical. I can literally transform anything into anything. Satan knows this and tries to copy or 

imitate. But his futile attempts only work to his own destruction, for he is bent on destruction. He 

can’t help it. Everything he does will only end up bringing ruin to himself. Everything he makes will 

eat like a canker. 

But My magic is truly creative, powerful and divine, and upholds My infrastructure, building on My 

plans—for I only make what is going to further the Kingdom. Everything I make or cause to be 

created is for one purpose alone—to further God’s Kingdom and destroy the usurper.  

I’ve got magical keys that can transform things, anything, if it’s My will.  

Just ask and see what happens. You need water to change into wine? Bing. Why not. 

You need a sore to vanish and transform into full flesh where it used to be? So can and will it be 

done. 

And I don’t even need something to work with—I can both create and transform.  

Weather transformed? Nothing to it for Me.  

Believe Me, I am all powerful, but you have to be involved if you want My involvement. If it’s a game 

for two, I’m going to wait when it’s your turn to make the moves. You pray when you see the need 

or know something needs My power to do it, then I make whatever move I know is best to make it a 

winning game. I set things up for you and put you into key places to make good moves, but you have 

to take your turn and pray and ask Me to do this or that. A two-player game can’t be played by one.  



It’s not just God playing chess with the enemy and winning back the players. It’s us, you and Me, and 

I want to hear your voice of involvement, or I’ll think you’ve fallen asleep.  

Call on My magical and mysterious keys of transformation and see what happens. Some people have 

the gift and it’s been granted to others in the past so you can see what types of things are available.  

Sticks into serpent, and back into a stick again? Can do. 

Clouds into sunshine? Not a problem. 

Water into solid matter so it can be walked upon? It’ll happen with the keys of transformation. 

There is no limit to what I can do, only if it furthers My plans. 

 

24-Dec-2020_Christmas Keys of Heavenly Access  

(A Heavenly Knight speaking: ) 

The battle rages, and there is yet so much to do. I’m beaming this message from my watch tower 

where I survey the battle scene. It’s not a “peaceful night, silent night, all is calm” kind of Christmas, 

but a do or die. So much loss of life is occurring, but we knights of the realm above fight to maintain 

life at all costs so the lost can be brought into the folds above. If they will but utter the words of 

surrender to Jesus and give up their own life and sense of freedom—that is, clinging to the things of 

this world—then we can sustain their physical life so much better.  

All they’ve got to do is say, “Yes, Jesus, I choose You.” But so many are just so mixed up in the world 

these days. It’s the explosion and abundance and ease of words that has caused this. Never before in 

all the history of mankind and the world as you know it has there been so much information so 

readily available for the masses in so many languages and tongues. It’s used for good and for evil. 

We have to get through to people’s hearts. We call it, “Pass the language barrier”—this time the 

“multitude of words” where much sin dwells, is the barrier.  

Be a candle this Christmas and pray for souls to reach out to Jesus. So many have heard and know 

the truth but have been so conditioned to develop their own sense of right and wrong, and a whole 

lot of wrong most of the time. Without God’s Word as the guide, what’s left but folly. 

But we who fight in the realm of the spirits can help them make the connection between themselves 

and the Lord, and know what is true and false. So much fights against them embracing what is right. 

As the time draws to a close where you in the physical can win hearts and minds, it opens up new 

possibilities to fighting with the spiritual weapons and gaining victories in the spirit.  

When you can no longer actively witness in all the ways you used to be able to, you can get right into 

people’s hearts and minds, right into their houses, through the Keys of Heavenly Access. Whoom! 

Right in you go through praying down Heaven’s help. We slip in and bash a few intruders and leave 

some seeds of light, and get something done for Christ.  

Wanna leave a Christmas gift for someone? Ask for the Heavenly Access teams to do the job. The 

best gifts will make it into people’s homes. They won’t be the same when this year is over. Their 

hearts will have new seeds in them.  



They can close and lock their windows, doors and eyes if they like, but nothing stops Heaven’s “full 

access” team that can go anywhere at all, in any part of a person’s brain and heart and leave a gift 

for them to unwrap—and hopefully thank the giver, Jesus, for His gift of Salvation. 

Where do you want to go? Call on us, and we’ll deliver the goods and make fast work of it as well. 

What home? What institution? What fortress that satan has barred up to abuse the inmates? Let us 

bring a bit of Christmas there as a result of your prayers.  

Keys of Heavenly Access know no boundaries, boarders, walls or doors. They need no visa or stamps 

of approval.  

Can’t visit a friend, a relative? Can’t even have a party with your friends this year due to 

“restrictions”? (Sounds the opposite of ‘freedom’ of the Spirit). Well, we are not bound by any rules 

but God’s. Tell the name or address, and we’ll dispatch a package of love to them for you this year.  

Can’t be with your loved ones? Can’t even open your door to strangers and take them into your 

fellowship? Can’t sing carols at Church or outdoors?  

We’ll make up for it one of these days, don’t worry. Heaven will back lash in a big way. Just send a 

team of Heavenly carollers for now to sing to your loved ones, or to a lonely one as they sleep. 

They’ll feel the effect of God’s music running through them, and it will give them joy.  

Praise His name!  

 

5-Jan-2021_with the keys of faith 

New Key promise: 

 (Spirit helper speaking: ) Abolish the old with the keys of faith, then you can walk on the water of 

whatever stormy seas you must cross without  a care in the world. Knowing that you have 

abandoned all makes you grasp tightly on to Jesus and know that you are eligible for all that He 

wants to give you.  

 

Increase your faith by claiming key promises and see the power of the Lord work miracles for you 

and yours. Those who pray in faith see more answers to prayer than those who simply go through 

the motions of prayer, but don’t really expect anything to happen.  

One way to activate your faith more is to pick a needy situation and claim victories for it, and keep 

knocking on the door of Heaven until the keys have done their work and changed things for the 

better. Just a fast little prayer, once in a life time for a myriad of details may help, and does indeed 

work; but for your own good and that of others, sometimes focused and repeated prayers by you, 

will allow you to see and take part in the miracle more personally.  

Like that quote: “What can prayer do? Anything God can do.” So, wanna be God’s hand at work 

today? Or more like His mouth? Then pray, and take whatever steps are needed—such as praising 

and claiming the power of the Keys of Heaven, then miracles can and will come your way. Help to 

speak what He wants said, so the miracles can form in the world around you.  

 



 

Keys Question: 

8-Jan-2021_aloud or quiet_claiming the keys 

*Question: If we are to be known as “People of the Keys”, and people will be wishing to get their 

power too, but be unable to, sounds like we don’t hide using them and claiming them in prayer. But 

should we use them with those who think we are not clean in spirit to be using them. Do we keep it a 

secret and not say them outloud? When it says it is our “obligation to use the keys”, does that mean 

even outloud with those who don’t like to hear it, and have turned away? And what about others, 

church members, or non Christians. 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) Speech and out loud verbalising is something I have to be allowed to control, for 

the tighter things get, the more restrictions there will be. You can be sure speech is going to be 

thoroughly controlled in all sectors of society. “By thy words thou shalt be justified or condemned.” 

And that’s not just true of the judgment of God and your Redeemer, reviewing the deeds of your life. 

You can be sure that satan’s system will “go there” too and try to restrict all forms of 

communication. Like that passage in scripture, making someone an offender for a word spoken.  

Isn’t it that way so much now? Just the word “yes” on a FB cost a woman her job. That isn’t isolated, 

but the way it is, and will keep going. So I’m not going to say “do this from now on”—as in “Yes 

speak aloud of the keys, no matter that you are doing”. That would be in a silly man’s game, who 

only thinks in a flatlander way; in a game that it’s either black or white and nothing new about it.  

No, I’m more clever than that; I want you to win. I’m not going to let the enemy try to use My things 

to trap you. Yes praying aloud is very powerful. Yes you are to use the Keys at every turn. But pearls 

aren’t to be randomly tossed to the muddy pigs, especially when you are in the slime pit with them 

now, trying to pick your way through and out to the other side. 

“Rend your hearts not your garments” My word says. So tactics that show desperation and 

obedience and calling for Heaven can change or be more inward when the time and situation calls 

for it.  

What you say aloud is for Me to dictate, if you are determined to be My mouth, My body, My living 

and walking truth on Earth. When I say to “cry aloud and spare not” then do it. When I say, “in 

quietness will be your strength” then in quietness carry on. 

 

Bible verses: 

ISA.29:19-21 The meek also shall increase their joy in the LORD, and the poor among men shall 
rejoice in the Holy One of Israel. 

ISA.29:20 For the terrible one is brought to nought, and the scorner is consumed, and all that 
watch for iniquity are cut off: 

ISA.29:21 That make a man an offender for a word, and lay a snare for him that reproveth in the 
gate, and turn aside the just for a thing of nought. 

ISA.29:22 Therefore thus saith the LORD, who redeemed Abraham, concerning the house of 
Jacob, Jacob shall not now be ashamed, neither shall his face now wax pale. 

ISA.29:23 But when he seeth his children, the work of mine hands, in the midst of him, they shall 



sanctify my name, and sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and shall fear the God of Israel. 

ISA.29:24 They also that erred in spirit shall come to understanding, and they that murmured shall 
learn doctrine. [FREEDOM TO SPEAK AND TEACH THE TRUTH WILL COME AT LAST.] 

 

JOE.2:12 Therefore also now, saith the LORD, turn ye even to me with all your heart, and with 
fasting, and with weeping, and with mourning: 

JOE.2:13 And rend your heart, and not your garments, and turn unto the LORD your God: for he is 
gracious and merciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness, and repenteth him of the evil. 

MAT.6:17-18 But thou, when thou fastest, anoint thine head, and wash thy face; That thou appear 
not unto men to fast, but unto thy Father which is in secret: and thy Father, which seeth in secret, 
shall reward thee openly. 

 

 

 

Keys Question 

8-Jan-2021_call for the Kingdom_full throttle time 

*Question: I feel odd using the keys to pray for the needs of someone who has rejected them or is not 

sure about them. But I know that’s not right, as we can use the keys to pray for unbelievers. If I have 

to be eligible to get their power to fight to answer prayers, yet the keys can do those same wonderful 

miracles for someone who doesn’t want to use them and thinks they are made up or not of the Lord, 

because I prayed for that person, ah, then I really need to see things Your way, as that’s a bit tough; 

that’s a new, deep type of “righteous” that I have yet to learn of. If we are eligible and have fulfilled 

the requirement, can we pray for anyone and claim the keys and they will go to work to fight for that 

person, even if they have rejected the keys? 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) Let Me remind you, that the Keys are My force, My power, My ability, My 

everything-you-need storehouse of supplies for doing what? Your will? To bring about your plans? 

No, its all for My glory. All for My will and plan coming to pass. What is “My Will”? That the Kingdom 

of God reign, all over, and that all things be done according to My way. 

So when and for whom and why you want to be calling on the Keys is for whatever helps to make My 

Kingdom come and live and move and govern the Earth. You want to be calling vigorously and 

holding on to My Kingdom tenaciously. It doesn’t matter who you are praying for, or what situation 

you are trying to change and make for the better—in fact the badder the better! The worse off the 

people are, the more the Keys to My Kingdom are needed.  

It’s not a lollipop to give out to shiners, though you might get that mistaken impression when it’s for 

the “good guys” the “God guys” to use, those who are fully onboard with Me doing things in My 

certain way; and access can be denied if one is simply trying to use them for their own benefit.  

It’s not a reward, a little cake with a cherry on the top, but a powerhouse filled with all that is 

needed to power up the world in the right way.  



Sometimes to fix the electrical problems of a large area, the electricity needs to be shut off for a 

time. That’s why those prophecy messages say things like “the Keys will shine when the lights go 

out” and all about the coming darkness. 

If people are happy with the way things are, they won’t be as grateful for the new energy system. So 

the old power needs to be turned off, and a time of darkness follows; and only those with access to 

the Keys to help them continue on their work for Me no matter what is going on in the world around 

them, are going to go on nearly “glitch free”. –Nearly, with the exceptions of a few deaths for My 

glory and such.  

But to make sure the entrance of the Kingdom of God in all its glory is as exciting and desired as it 

needs to be, for everyone to see the benefit of switching to another “power source”, things need to 

be shown up to be as broken and miserable as possible. That’s what it’s going to take. That’s what 

will make people hungry.  

So if you want to be one of the ones who still has access to their needs being met, you have to make 

the switch now—switch to the new power source. Get your instructions and orders from above, and 

ensure you are doing all you can as a servant of God to bring about the Kingdom of God into your 

life, through calling on the keys.  

I’ll say it again:  

Nothing and nobody is going to stand, if they are getting their power from anything but the 

Kingdom—God’s Kingdom. Cause it is going to shake everything and everyone.  

Like being in an Earthquake and all the lights go out and your suburb has no electricity. However, if 

you saw an advertisement and announcement in advance that said this quake was due to come, 

because of the fault line, and what to do to stay powered up through it all, then when it came and 

everything went dark, you’d still be whistling. You be frying your egg on your electric stove, turning 

on your fan to keep away the heat and the mosquitos, and reading yourself to sleep by your cozy 

lamp, or typing on your computer.  

Perhaps you moved into a dwelling place that was made to withstand the shaking, and your power 

source came right from the sky (heaven), like solar powered homes demonstrate, and aren’t 

dependant on a big system to supply for them. And then, your light shines all the more in the dark 

neighbourhood!  

So it is with you. You’ll stand out then during the dark days because you prepared, and you are 

getting your needs met from outside the system of your day. You are getting it from the originator of 

the word “power”. 

So that’s an illustration of:  

Get strong; know the break in power is coming; and get hooked up to the new system of calling on 

the keys now for what you need. Now, you might not need to call on them for your home’s actual 

electrical power (or maybe you do!), but maybe you do need them for protection in traffic or 

whatever.  

Start calling now for the Keys to assist in all the things you can’t do anything about and are 

subconsciously depending on “chance” to make things go well, or to eventually get healed, or “time” 

to fix things. There is no such thing. It’s now all about what I deem helpful to the establishment of 

My Kingdom, and what I say is helpful for the demise of the old system. It’s win or lose. It’s win and 

lose. We win; they (the enemy’s crowd) loses.  



It’s no longer about preserving the system or making you “have a nice day”. Nice day to Me might 

mean entirely something different than to you. Nice to you might mean tranquil, calm, all needs of 

all humans met all over the planet. Whereas “nice” to Me might mean a trial that causes you to get 

better prepared for witnessing in the future. “Tick” another box is marked and done, and you are 

closer to the goals of preparation and message-spreading. 

I am no longer supporting things as they stand. I’m pulling out my troupes who are holding up this or 

that aspect of the devil’s system. When we redirect our support, things naturally will collapse. The 

façade will fade. The illusion will be disenchanting; the mirage will break like the mirror it always 

was.  

Then will come the clean-up crew, and finally the new system is put in place; the new government 

and ways of operating. It won’t be a 1,000 years of My crew trying to figure out how to run things. 

It’s already in place, and its coming down, and bit by bit taking things over. Heads are rolling, 

kingdoms are collapsing. For awhile it seems the foul ones are fighting over the scraps and trying to 

try on the crown of a nation real fast before time is up. But right above them is the crushing base of 

the Heavenly City coming down, down, down on their building. It won’t matter if they are on their 

royal throne for a while, they are going to get crushed.  

The only ones who won’t are the Children of Light who allowed themselves to be made of the same 

material of God’s Nation and Kingdom that is coming down, so they flow right into it. But mortal 

man gets crushed. Unless they are very very smart and quickly see that they have lost, and give 

themselves up to the conquering King and lay down real flat in utter surrender and repentance, 

getting flush with the ground and asking for mercy. It might lay them a bit thinner, but they’ll get a 

chance to prove themselves for a time in the next regime—if they have humbled themselves quickly 

and sincerely.  

So how to power up to “Kingdom power” so you can keep right on working? Call on the Keys, and do 

My will most of all, putting aside your plans as often as you must (even old things I’ve told you). You 

know it really doesn’t work for you to tell your father why you didn’t obey and do something now, 

saying “But you told me yesterday to do such and such in the morning” and now it’s the next day 

and midnight. It’s a different day, a different time, and different instructions are called for.  

Listen today, and call for all the Heavenly Help you can get. We need to get the Kingdom activated 

and in power, and that’s going to take you—and you, and you, and the whole team, everybody 

working onboard, overtime, beyond the usual amount, in teamwork, without wasting time on 

comparing with who gets to do what job, and who might look more important, and who they get to 

work with, or must work without.  

Now is full throttle time. Let’s go. 

 

 

Keys Question 

8-Jan-2021_excited-the kingdom is come 

*Question: The keys seem to help people multi-task, as they also do so; it’s a force that can fill any 

need. It seems like [some people], who hold faithfully to the keys, are able to be and do so many roles 

and tasks. It seems with the keys we can fill so many roles, and thus it cuts down the need for lots 

more personnel, and a smaller Gideon’s band can do the job. It’s safer that way for His army on 



Earth. But with the key power and prophecy, and of course humility and utter obedience, we can do 

anything.  

Do you want to talk about the keys? 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) I’d love to talk about the Keys! I designed it! I’m enthused about it. I’m sure really 

excited about the keys. It ticks every box. Half of the reason for getting you to look up those files and 

see all that I’ve said to you already about the Keys is so you will see the vast volume there is. I know 

you can’t read it all. But it’s was to make this point—that I’ve spoken so much about something, 

because it’s a really big and exciting deal to me. Can’t you see how excited I am and how pleased I 

am to present the Keys to you? 

Something I talk about that much—and even that is such a small amount compared to what has 

been said collectively to all who have embraced them—must be pretty exciting to Me. And it’s not 

just that the Keys are so great, but it’s what they are here to do. If I am telling you about the keys 

and telling you to be calling on them all the time, that means what? What does that mean?!  

I would scream it if I was permitted to, but not yet. Later. Well, I did say it when I was on Earth, but 

that was like the starting sound at the start of the race. Now it’s the ending where the winners are 

reaching the end of the race. What did I say? “The Kingdom of God is come unto you.” 

Now it’s really at last happening! It’s what the time of Keys means that makes Me so thrilled, and is 

what you all have been waiting for.  

It’s like when your work week is up and you have a something really great to do on the weekend—

something you counted the seconds all week until it would happen. I’ve been counting the seconds 

of Earth time and I’m so invigorated to bring “the weak end” [the weak side] to its knees and more. 

Then we can go and celebrate.  

Then, with the Keys and the new Kingdom set up, we’ll have a much better day. Progress will be 

made. And just like at your house Monday is trash clear-away day by the removal service, so will the 

first day of the new week have to have the rubble and ramblers be cleared away. It’s all going to be 

good; it already is good from My point of view. The closer it gets to getting really dark, the more 

eagerly the wandering ones will want to switch to the right power source. 

Won’t you be a voice for Me? Keep calling on the Keys of the Kingdom, keep showing your allegiance 

to the King of the Kingdom.  And stay online to Heaven. I need you to be transmitters and pull the 

power down, and let it flow through you. 

 

 

Keys Question—and more 

8-Jan-2021_keys prophecies getting fulfilled 

--On the Keys, and fulfilled prophecy 

(Jesus speaking: ) You keep thinking of the prophecies about “keys being sought after” by others as if 

it’s this big crowd, mob, movement of the masses, and wonder how that will be fulfilled. But things 

happen on a much more subtle basis. Many can seek after the keys and wish to use them for their 



own glory and schemes, but a disciple in a situation might only know of one person who they have 

told or shown about the Keys power. And that individual might only be thinking in their mind “how 

can I get this to work for me”.  

So the disciple doesn’t see a crowd fulfilling that promise, yet these individuals are all over the 

planet, all thinking this. To me it forms a group, they are grouped together and are many people. But 

that doesn’t mean you are going to necessarily see it with your eyes and have crowds banging at 

your door. Maybe you will, but maybe it will be happening primarily in the hearts and lives of people 

all over, and you never get to see it coming together as you think the prophecy painted the picture. 

But you do have a very limited view of the world and hearts and souls of men. 

You can be under the misguided idea that just because you don’t hear about something, it means it’s 

not happening. But most things that are going on you are totally unaware of, as most things are 

done in a corner, under the cloak of darkness. The only things that come to light are the few things 

the world doesn’t mind its worldlings knowing, and that promote and cause their agenda to 

progress. Sometimes some rays of truth leak out, but even these can paint a very shady picture, as 

they are only part of the story.  

Think of it as a mixed colour. Blue and red make purple. What if only blue or red is seen? It’s true 

that what you are looking at has blue and red, but it’s actually purple. So for some to say, “It’s true. 

It’s blue!” That’s only part of the picture. It might be better than the ones saying it’s all black. But no 

one on this planet can see the full colour of the way things really are. So stay humble and realise that 

only I have the full vision, and don’t expect Me to tell you everything either, as just knowing things 

won’t help you do your job. It might get you trying to do someone’s else job, or fight in some other 

area. But no, just look to Me humbly and let Me tell you day by day what I need you to do. Stay put 

until I call you to do something else, somewhere else.  

 

 

 

Keys Question 

8-Jan-2021_Kingdom Come and Key Services 

*Question: Is it like a service to call on, and all the Keys promises are ad’s telling what this special 

service can do. And it has angels, fairies, ointments, workers of all types, doorstep delivery, security, 

and on goes the list of all the things it has and can use to do the jobs. It’s is like the ultimate service, 

anything you need, all powerful. It even has love services and workers; and on and on. The name of 

the company is “The Keys”. It beats all the companies that run in the world today making money and 

promising this and that. It beats Babylon the mammon system. It’s free and can do all, but you need 

to be eligible for it? Just a thought. What do You have to say on this? 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) Since it’s coming to take over the world and be the replacement system, put in 

place, yes this Kingdom of God service can do it all. It is far better than all the world’s crappy wanna-

be money scoundrel systems that are in place. Babylon will fall. And the Kingdom of God will rule.  



Since you are going to be ruling with Me, you get to have now all that My Kingdom offers and is. The 

good system, the God’s system—all angels and support systems, all structures that are set up to 

meet the needs, all power, you can partake of and be a part of. The Kingdom of God is here and is 

merging, or more than that it is melting and doing away with the old system. It’s coming.  

It’s like if you could design a country, a physical country with everything set up in place, all the 

structures and governings and help and aid; if you could do this in a different location and then 

transport it to land somewhere on the globe to merge partly, but dominate primarily, where it was 

landing.  

The Keys of the Kingdom, the structure and set up of the Kingdom of God, the running of things, the 

Heavenly Kingdom of God is merging and landing and taking over. With you who are a part of it, you 

will be absorbed and taken in to it and be part of it. 

Think of it like if you could remove the frame of a building, the system that now runs this world—all 

that links together and holds it together. That is Babylon. But its bones will be crushed and the 

structure all removed and replaced with a whole, complete, new and strong structure that is coming 

and taking over. 

It’s like if the old beams in a smouldering house that was termite eaten, were able to be removed, 

and new beams, put together off property—like the framework of a premade house built, and it 

super naturally descended through what was left of the old and came right into place where the 

beams should be, filling in the place of the old with a far far better structure.  

Imagine a man standing there, watching as a crane is lowering this new frame structure, and as he is 

saying “yes, come down, a bit more here!”  then that side of the structure descends a bit more into 

the old building where he is standing and calling. That’s like calling on the keys, so the Kingdom can 

come down more and take over more where you are standing. 

The more you call out for it, the sooner it can be one with this planet, and the faster the bad can be 

cleared away. It’s not just the “New Jerusalem/ Heavenly City” that will be in one place seen by all, 

as if its only in one location, only in one “building/city”. There is the Heavenly structure as seen by 

John and described. But the whole world will also be encircled, filled, covered, infiltrated, with the 

structure of the Kingdom of God.  

The Keys of the Kingdom are one of the aspects of this Kingdom of God that is descending and filling 

this planet. Call on the free and unstoppable service of the Keys of the Kingdom. Anything you need 

will be at your disposal. 

MAT.12:28 But if I cast out devils by the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God is come unto you. 

MAT.12:29 Or else how can one enter into a strong man's house, and spoil his goods, except he 
first bind the strong man? and then he will spoil his house. 

 

MAT.6:33 But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness; and all these things shall 
be added unto you. 

 

 

9-Jan-2021_are we to command angels and keys 

Keys Question 



*Question: Can they be ordered, as in “command thou Me” type of thing? Because if at least part of 

the package of “the keys” is angelic beings helping to administer the answers and help, people have 

this thing that we aren’t to “command angels” but only Jesus does that. Maybe that is a different 

topic, but I do wonder about it. It bleeds into people of the church mentality, that calling for different 

spirit helpers by names and asking for them, isn’t right, and we are only to ask the Lord, and He can 

direct whoever. So “the Keys” is a great way to get around that and still call on them, as they were 

and are a bit mysterious. But the funny thing is, whoever rejects the angelic teamworking and 

closeness and names of angels and spirit helpers, for some reason also reject or aren’t sure about the 

keys. They accept most of the other tools but those seem to go together as a “iffy, questionable 

things”. So that in itself leads me to believe that angels and the keys do have a lot in common, if the 

enemy fights them both equally and is scared. The other topic is sex that is so touchy. Those three 

things are the seriously questionable by those doubting these things. But these three are seeming to 

have a lot in common—for loving Jesus opens the keys, the keys releases angels, and we are to form 

close bonds with the angels.  

 

9-JAN-2021 

[Note: There are so many keys promises about “command” like this one from the book: 

You can command the power of Heaven by calling on the keys, and the warriors of My Kingdom will 
be unleashed to fight on your behalf, to help and heal and protect and deliver.] 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) Just as Adam had control and charge over the land, plants, animals, and his 

household, or he couldn’t have done the job he was given, so do you, My children have some 

authority over your zone. And I have given you servants to aid you, or you’d never be able to reap 

the harvest of souls. They are at your command now through the Keys of the Kingdom.  

If you are using these terms as I have instructed you to do; or calling on named angelic personalities 

and warrior bands and armies if I have asked you to, then you are going through the right channels 

to get the help. Just the fact that you are using the keys, and doing so because I said to, this means 

you are in essence going to Me for My help, and I am the one commanding who goes where and 

does what—or I do so with those I place in charge, with their orders and commands to be carried 

out, under certain regulations.  

So when you call on the keys, when you command help and assistance through the keys, you aren’t 

stepping over the line and taking matters into your own hand; you aren’t taking My servants and 

making them do things that I haven’t already requested they do. 

Another thing is that I have chosen to play the role of servant, also. Yes, I am your King and 

commander, but also a servant you can call on for help at any time of day or night. That is the same 

as commanding. Just think about it. You pray and say: “Jesus please help me do such and such”. Isn’t 

that something you’d say to a servant, not a king? Do you ask Earthly kings to do things for you? It 

would be rare if someone would. Yet I beckon, I implore, I request, yea I even command you to ask 

that your joy may be full.  

I ask you to do things, and so are you to ask Me. I let there be this special line of communication, and 

making requests. This is the same as “commanding”. This isn’t meaning you are in charge and call 

the shots, but that you are stating firmly what is needed if you are to get your job done that I gave 



you to do, and that if you don’t have this help you don’t see how you can complete it. And so we 

fight and work and love together, you and I and the Heavenly helpers.  

If you could never request, never ask, never command action, then you could not complete your 

task. Those with little to no authority or ability to request needed help get little to nothing done. For 

next to nothing can get done without the help of others, and certainly without My help. 

 

10-Jan-2021_asking Me everything and the Keys 

Key Question: 

*Question: Since we are to be calling on the keys, as often as “praying without ceasing” and if they 

only work when we are asking according to His will, then it seems like “ask Me everything” will really  

need to be used. I have a hard time hearing from the Lord unless I’m ready to record it by typing it. I 

need to be able to hear the Lord’s leadings in my mind better while on the job, if I want to be using 

the keys for what will glorify the Lord and make His will come to pass.  

Lord, do you have anything to say to me on this—how to get a better connection to hear from You 

while on my feet, on the go. There is also the side to it that I realise perhaps You have made me this 

way so that I will make sure to record Your words, as if they flowed as I went along the day I might 

not take the time to write them down. So I accept that it might be a “handicap” for a reason that I 

have this. But I do want to be sure I am calling on the keys for Your will as go through my day and 

work, and in the night, etc.  

 

10-Jan-2021 

(Jesus speaking: ) How about you listen for Me to tell you what specific key to call on, no matter 

what you are doing, or seeing, or the situations you are thinking about. Then you do that, agreeing 

with the teammates who are around you, and need you to pitch in, in this way in prayer.  

This way you will be: 

 1-hearing from Me 

 2-claiming the Keys 

 3-doing it according to My will 

4-staying connected on line all the time 

5-you will be seeing things through the vision of solutions that I can bring, rather than a negative 

problem.  

 

Your thoughts will take on new forms and be brought into subjection so much more as you are 

literally “calling on the keys”—that is to say asking for what keys are needed; calling out “Keys 

please” and I tell you what one is best. You say it, they get to work, and you have done your part to 

win some victories even as you just simply are walking a child to sleep down a quiet street in the 

neighbourhood.  



The occupants in the houses won’t know what hit them, but it was for their good. I can tell you, the 

evil ones trying to hold the house dwellers captive in various addictions and evil perversions 

certainly won’t want you coming around that street. But with the keys you can go anywhere and cast 

out devils.  

See, you need to get past this image, this idea that the enemy can magnify in My believer’s minds. 

It’s this concept that you have to see people in front of you writhing in pain as they scream and you 

rebuke the demon that then leaves--in order for demon’s dominions to be replaced with the 

messengers of God’s Kingdom. No, you won’t see, I dare say 99% or more of the answers to the 

prayers you pray. It’s a walk of faith, remember? Seeing an answer to prayer is like seeing a 

supernatural key powered miracle. It’s a miracle—not just that it happened, but the very fact that 

you actually saw it before your eyes. That took a lot of manoeuvring in the spirit to work that out in 

order to give you a bit of encouragement in your walk of FAITH. 

You don’t have to see anything to pray for My will to be done. I will move then, when you pray, and 

do it--according as it is best, and in the time frame that it’s best. Sometimes, many times, I ensure 

that you DO NOT see the “wow” side to the prayers you pray and the keys you claim, as it would 

make it all too easy to rely on sight rather than on faith, and then you worry that prayer isn’t 

working when you don’t see immediate results.  

In fact, there are times when you aren’t to see the results of a key powered prayer, yet it is to 

happen right there practically in front of you, so My angels have to do some tricky distracting and 

manoeuvring to ensure you don’t see it. It’s almost like a comedy sometimes, like when someone 

keeps looking the wrong way and misses seeing something or someone.  

And why might I go through this trouble? --To bless you. For greater is the blessing of those who 

have faith and are not just riding on the highs and thrills that sight and sound and touch gives them. 

When I see that you still call for My supernatural help the next time, even when you didn’t see 

anything spectacular happen the last time, because I hid it from your eyes, oh, darling, I so want to 

bless you. It ups the rewards. And this makes it so pleasurable for Me. I love to reward. I really do.  

 

If you want a better line of constant communication with Me, try talking about topics that I’m only 

too eager to converse about. Maybe I’m so eager because it’s something you really need to hear. If 

you go on doing the “ask Me everything” thing, and want to know things like “what shade of toenail 

polish* would be best”, chances are I won’t have tons to say. Perhaps because I have better things 

to discuss, though I may use it as a conversation starter, if you are willing to listen, and I’ll go on 

from there. But I might suggest that you don’t get any, since it does you no good. (Note: Typist does 

not ever use or think of using nail polish.) 

Now, if I want you to doll up in worldly ways to paint an image (get the pun?); and I need you to 

have a certain look in order to slip in and capture back some souls for Me, then I’ll talk about it.  

But the point I’m making is, try asking Me things that I am really wishing to talk about. Like that 

president of America would do with some of his visitors, and would ask them questions about things 

they knew well and loved to do, things they were truly interested in discussing. 

So rather than asking “everything” as in every odd thought that comes your way, or things primarily 

revolving around the concerns of worldly man and image and selfish things, instead put that aside 

and see what I’d like to say on things that are on the tip of My tongue and bursting to get through.  



So if you are asking Me “what key to claim” or something related that will help you perform My will 

of “preaching the Gospel to every creature”, I’ll keep a good conversation going with you. It will be 

flowing and kept up as we keep going along.  

 

10-Jan-2021_discovering which keys work best for you 

Keys Question 

*Question: Is there a way to find out what specific keys I am to hone most of all, and use a lot, that 

You have granted me great access to? (Like it talks about in some of the GNs about the Keys.) Do I, 

for example, see what special miracles have happened in the past when I claimed the keys or a 

specific one, and realise from that, that those keys are some You have given me special access to 

use? Or do you just tell me? But it seems that if something is Your will, that You will answer it, no 

matter what key I claim, or if I just say it in general “keys of the kingdom”; and if it isn’t your will, no 

matter what words I use, even if I have claimed that key in the past and great miracles occurred, that 

nothing will budge if something isn’t Your will. 

 

(Jesus speaking: )  Since not everyone has kept accurate track of every miracle that was visible to 

them when they claimed the keys, it would be too high a shelf to expect of people to use that as a 

gauge to find out “specific keys” I want them to hone and frequently remember to use.  

And since you rarely have seen the miracles that have happened when you did claim them, as they 

were for the most part hidden from your view, there is no way you could even be aware of all the 

times that they really, so called, “worked for you”; the times I chose to answer your key powered 

prayer in the way you expected. So that option is out. 

What we need to look at more is your dedication level to Me that will bring to light what keys you 

get full access to—they have to be keys that work within the framework of the faith you have and 

your service level.  

Take for example a working business man. If he has discovered the keys, and wants to put Me to the 

test, and begin to let the good power start to work for him, and has turned aside from other ways he 

tried to use to get help from the other realm; well, keys like “faith” might work well for him, or keys 

like “empowerment for the task at hand”. These will work within the frame work of the station of 

life and faith that he is at.  

Keys of praise work for just about anyone. But keys of “radical revolutionary totally full out and out 

discipleship” won’t have a huge and immediate effect on him, as he has still chosen to walk the road 

of working for a living. So just like prayer works somewhat in line with people’s choices, and some 

prayers have to wait to be answered until better or new choices are made, so is it with the keys.  

If you are called to be a musician, and you know nothing about car mechanics, then praying for the 

“keys of mechanical knowledge” might not be instantaneous, as it’s not your calling and election, 

but you could claim them for someone else who you employ to help out.  

Or it could be the other way around, and you aren’t called to serve in the field of music, but for 

some reason you really want to. If it’s just not what you are meant to be engaging in, then no matter 

how many keys you claim, you won’t make a perfect album right away. Maybe for fun a song or two 

might come, as the keys satisfy you with a bit of a musical miracle, but they won’t keep on aiding 



you veering off the path you are meant to be on, or support you starting up a great musical career of 

service for Me. 

So honing specific keys has to do with what you are called on to primarily do.  

Now, if once in a while, there is no one called to do a job, and I, Your Lord, ask you to step out and 

do something for a time that is nothing you have been trained in or feel called in, then I through the 

Keys really can give you all the know-how on the spot, by taking over your mind and muscles and 

everything. It can happen. But for the most part, the keys that will work for you are the ones that 

keep you on the path of My highest will.  

Maybe you are in a situation where you have been called to do a lot of things, and you find that 

nearly every type of key promise does apply to you, and you claim them too. Then great! Good for 

you for using them vigorously and being willing to have your talents fully used and expanded on. 

Your willingness to do anything, anytime, is a real plus. 

But let each abide in the calling—be it just a few things, or being called to fill many roles. Do it with 

all thy “might”, that is to say calling on all the might that is available for you. Claim all the keys that 

you possibly can, and enjoy the ride. 

 

10-Jan-2021_His Kingdom rules 

Keys Question 

*(Question: ) What do You think about this thought, that as we vigorously claim the keys for things 

around our neighbourhood or places around the world, that that area will start to get more ready for 

the coming Kingdom of God, and will be easier and less work for the Millennium. If we start praying 

for the people, using the keys, and the expelling of the enemy’s domain and forces right where we 

live, that the Kingdom of God will settle in there easier, and we’ll have less troubles and hard times 

ruling it later on, as we have fought the battles now, when God’s Kingdom is coming down and 

entering and taking over, bit by bit in the spirit. Is this right? 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) “Thy Kingdom come…” was made part of the most popular prayer in the world 

today. Why? Because you are to pray down the Kingdom of God right into your midst. Things will go 

so much better when Kingdom rules are THE rules.  

 

Work on the millennial series next. It will inspire children to do their best for Me today, for what 

happens to day will matter in the hereafter. 

 

(Done it. Praise God. 12 “Millennial Mission” booklets available for downloading.) 

 

10-Jan-2021_Pt 1-do angels need key calls 

Keys Question: 



*Question: Am I to ask for the “key call”, if there is one, with each spirit helper that gives a message 

and offers a service, explains what they can do, will do, or what I am to ask for them for? Are there 

keys to claim to bring the different helpers, or is asking for their name enough, if they give one, and if 

they don’t, and I don’t know who it is, am I to get in prophecy something to call for, or will they just 

automatically be sent when needed, for doing what they said there are going to do? 

 (Jesus speaking: ) When your heart is in “constant yieldedness and eager to obey” mode, with the 

vacuum of your spirit turned on desiring My constant input and help; you have never turned off the 

request. You are still on “on” mode, and we just keep going.  

It’s when you get turned “off” and are into your own things, that more needs to be done to get you 

in the right gear.  

If you are hooked up and haven’t gotten off line through getting into the thoughts and ideas and 

gimmicks of the world, if I say to you through one of your spirit helpers, “I’m going to do such and 

such for you”, then you can expect that will happen. It won’t take much of your involvement—or 

what would be the point in telling you in advance, or explaining what is going on and what is to 

happen, if it never will unless you gave your royal approval each time? 

No, I can do things with or without your consent and prayers and using all the correct terms and 

names and helpers.  

It is when your mind gets clouded and there is a break in the system, a break in the connection, in 

the running of things—such as an attack of the enemy might do, or your own weaknesses getting in 

the way, doing things you know not to do—that there needs to be a bigger and more desperate 

calling for Me to move and work and do whatever I need to, to keep you on the straight path. 

Did the publican praying in the temple use all the flowery language he knew? His prayer was simple 

but heard, as his heart was desperate to be right with Me.  

And think of the “Jesus, it’s Jim” story. That’s all he knew to say, and I blessed him. 

So that’s the point. Using the knowledge you have been granted, and keeping online by continued 

obedience and constantly praying and walking in close connection with Me, will make My will come 

to pass.  

If you know to call on the keys, then I expect you to do it. If you know to ask Me about everything, 

then get in the habit of keeping an on-going dialogue with Me and your spirit helpers. If you know to 

rejoice in all things, praising in all circumstances to declare your faith that I am winning, then make it 

as much of a habit as breathing, or as constantly as your feet take steps and trust that the ground 

will hold them up, to show your faith in Me as you go along. (Now there is a good goal!)   

Then, if I say, “I will do such and such” through a spirit helper, then know I will do it.  

Now, on the matter of asking for key calls with each helper of Heaven, or new being of Heaven that 

talks with you. Ask, that your joy may be full, and they get the full power of Heaven, the greatest and 

fastest completion to the task they are to fulfill. Empowered by the keys is what brings the best 

results. Yes, there are angels of might who are part of My Keys force, and there are those still 

learning the ropes, yet are allowed to help, as a part of their learning.  

You can definitely request key power for a being to do their work for you, and great will be their joy, 

for more angelic help will be sent, and greater scattering of the forces of satan will occur, and much 

quicker too.  



(Continued in file: 10-Jan-2021_Pt 2-do angels need key calls) 

 

 

10-Jan-2021_Pt 2-do angels need key calls 

 (Continued from file: 10-Jan-2021_Pt 1-do angels need key calls) 

 

[Question: Lord, please work me through this example. For instance, an angelic being, who, I don’t 

know, said: 

“I’m going to hold and cherish you, snuggle you and embrace you tightly. … I’ll take off a few more 

layers, so we get right down to your heart and soul. Oh, that worries you, does it? What does that 

mean you’ll yet have to give up, or what will be exposed? But it will all be done in love, in great love, 

and then we can have great extasy once you are free of these other things. Come let me tell you how 

much better you’ll be without the trappings of lost hopes and wished for’s. Just don’t give the past 

your attention. There is too much to grasp for now. Get running and let the old, the stale, the 

outdated mode go. Jesus will make the now just what it needs to be to accommodate what He’s 

asking of you. ” From 7-Jan-2021_remove the clothing of the past 

 

(Question continues: ) So if I wish to be free from the things the rest of message is taking about, then 

this angel needs to do whatever their job is. If I stay “online” that is in close connection with You 

Lord, it seems from what was said here so far (see Part 1), that You’ll keep on going and doing what 

they said they were commissioned to do. But if I resist, for example, don’t want to yield and obey, 

and get entangled with the things of this world, then how would I request for this service? (end of 

question) 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) When your heart is right and in real contrition, humble, repentant, eager to do My 

will, it hardly takes a whisper and I’m there. You don’t have to do a big song and dance to hope to 

grab My attention. Like the worshippers of Baal did while calling for fire. Look at the difference. 

Elijah’s heart was in close connection with Me, and I moved on his behalf quite quickly.  

So that is the first step. It’s not in the words you say but in the heart’s desire and contrition. 

Remember, you are not heard for your much speaking. I can’t make it be because of the words, or 

anyone picking up some “key powered prayer” could read it for their own purposes and it would 

happen in their wicked favour.  

The access granted has to do primarily on the heart and mind, and what you are doing it for. 

Also, the battles are intense enough that I won’t make it equally as hard just to say all the right 

things in the right order, and do this and then that, and wave this and kill that, and smoke the other, 

and smell this, then rub that on so and so. That was for the Old Testament.  

That was for the “love the Lord with all thy might” days. Now I’m asking the warfare to be far more 

subtle, for it is needed. It’s the days of “not by might, but by My spirit” and to “love the Lord with all 

your mind.” 



I’m really not requiring a list of dos and don’ts, and making it so hard to get heaven’s help. I’m too 

eager to win and to aid you.  

If your heart is right, please know that I am going to rush to your side.  

Now, if you know that great empowerment equals less time spent doing something, and speeds up 

the process, and you ask for a key to call on to bring My will to pass more swiftly, then it will be 

done. Just like hooking up online. Sometimes it’s a slow connection and other times its fast, but as 

long as you are online you can get those files.  

So as long as you are on line with Me, in close and praiseful and obedient connection, you’ll get what 

I am offering. But if you want to speed things up and use more weaponry, or use them better, then 

get the latest method, and get calling on the keys to bring My will to pass more swiftly. For if I have 

ordained something for your good, you can be sure there will be resistance, and fighting the enemy 

is always a good idea; praying for key power to resist the resistance to you obeying or yielding or 

whatever needs to happen on your side of the veil.  

So, if you wanted the fastest completion of the service being offered, as in the above message 

(excerpt quoted), you’d claim an appropriate key promise, or ask for a new one. If it’s about 

forsaking things, letting the past go, then look up “past” in the keys promises, search for the word 

and claim it. If there is nothing relatable to the service you are asking to be empowered in a greater 

way, or expedited more quickly, then pray a new Key promise down from Heaven. 

Keys Promise from the book: “The keys help you forget the past and walk on to what is ahead for 
you. Call on the keys of acceptance and claim the change you desire, and you will get it.” 

 

As far as, getting names of a helper if one isn’t given, or a “key call” that might ring up that certain 

helper, you can always ask. That’s your part.  

So ask Me. 

 

(See file: 10-Jan-2021_Angeliphil_passion for Christ) 

 

15-Jan-2021_keys of endurance 

More from the “Seeds of David”: The spirit of endurance.  

 

The keys of endurance will keep you going when you ask for them with a willing heart to do 

whatever is planned for your life, no matter how much your heart, mind and body are yelling out 

‘stop’. But if you were to stop, you’d berate yourself for being such a wimp and giving in when you 

were so near the goal you were meant to reach. 

So to save yourself the trouble, when it’s not time to stop, and you are nearly at your destination—

of whatever it is you are meant to do—call for the keys of praise, the keys of faith, and the keys of 

journey, and they will buoy you up until you get to the end of whatever fight you are engaged in. The 

keys of endurance are a package of these other keys, and together you will make it.  

(See also: 23-FEB-2021_ tests of patience) 



24-Nov-2021_Key power 

(Angel speaking: ) Key power is going to knock the hell out of your midst. The hell that is trying to put 

up camp, just like the Midianites and Amalekites staked their tents and were there to stay, or so 

they thought. But Gideon and his men moved them on out with the sounds of the newest weapons 

they were called on to use.  

No, swords and the clashing of metal wasn’t going to do it. Those slumbering “we are here to stay—

because there are enough of us to hold our territory” camp of the thieves might have liked the 

sound of weapons of war—the kind the killed and maimed and caused blood to flow. If they had 

gotten God’s team to use those instead, it would have made them smile. Swords those thieves knew 

how to use, and would be glad for God’s team to be wounded.  

So God had to use a new way; a new tune that they were unaccustomed to hearing. It was out of 

their ballpark of expertise. The new sounds coming through, the sounds of an untied team working 

together; plus being amplified many times over by God’s sound producers, was as an alarm bell 

going off. It foretold of their defeat.  

What did the wicked ones do? Well, they used their blood drawing weapons, but it only brought 

them ruin. Their weapons were of no use, because the Lord’s angels were fighting. 

So if the Lord has new weapons for you to use, don’t question and think they sound ridiculous; nor 

say you know all the new weapons that are available. Because there are always new ones up His 

sleeve, ones that the enemy has never heard of, that you are going to surprise him with.  

Even a sudden newly saved believer is a new weapon suddenly released and is going to start fighting 

for the truth.  

Even a dead person raised to life again is like a new weapon that wins a portion of the battle; it was 

a win the enemy was not counting on, and all the more victorious because of the enemy’s attempt 

of death to that person. The evil one unknowingly helped to make a win for God in attempting to 

attack one of God’s children, and that, I assure you is one of the utmost embarrassing things an imp 

can do, or appear to have done. Let’s just say you don’t get credit down in hell when you have 

helped to make multiple wins for God and helped to save many souls because of one hellish fiend’s 

attempt to stamp out the people of God.  

But turning bad into good is what we on God’s side do. If all was just good, good, and no supposed 

wins for the bad side, it might even get dull. Ha! But when they are allowed to make a strike that 

seems to put the people of the Lord back a few steps, or back a whole lot, you can be sure the 

opposition—God’s team that is in opposition to the enemy—has a really big, good thing in mind, 

that will not only win big for the Lord, but will really, really embarrass the evil ones and throw them 

back so many steps they will be tripping over each other while falling back into the hell they crept 

out of.  

So don’t worry about a few hard times or set backs, just keep using whatever weapons God has for 

you—no matter how whacky they seem. They will whack the enemy where it hurts and will win in 

the end.  

(See accompanying file: 24-Nov-2021_Keys before-during-after) 

 

24-Nov-2021_Keys before-during-after 



(Jesus speaking: ) The power of satan has been upped, but that is all par for the course. It’s like when 

people start a war just because they have so many weapons they are itching to use and to try out.  

So do I have so many weapons of the Spirit, and so many well-trained warriors ready and eager to 

use them. They can’t wait to be unleashed on satan and his teams. In giving satan a bit more “play 

room” he greedily jumps, drooling at the chance to take some whacks at what is Mine, but he plays 

right into the trap, of course; the trap that it was all along. I bait him and then My warriors get to 

have their bit of fun, and on the war goes.  

With more room to fight and new areas that are now available for the enemy, that means what? 

That he needs more minions on the job. So more have to choose if they are all out for the enemy, or 

want to hold back. But the pull is strong and satan fights hard to make more come to his side, even 

killing people off in their moments of rebellion to get them to work for him. 

But with more of his wicked ones all around and on the job, the more of them get whacked and 

taught some serious lessons by My much, much stronger, never to be beaten team of warriors.  

We lure the wicked ones out of their lazy hiding places, and then boom, they are defeated and 

driven away from the seen. 

The place is getting cleared out, and more and more are getting put under lock and key.  

And that is what the keys can do, they can lock these ones up and keep them from reentering the 

playing field. Keep calling on the keys and you will keep driving out more and more from the earth, 

from your home and premises. 

It’s not enough to just say a half hearted “we rebuke the enemy” sort of utterance. But really bind 

the devil using the Keys of the Kingdom, and so shall it be done.  

More have come to fight you? Are you being attacked more now when doing things that you never 

had to fight to be able to do, before? Now is the time for the keys to really get to work for you and 

yours. Use them like never before; use them in ways and at times you hadn’t done before. Think of 

them as the team of fighters that go before you, and come up after you to guard your back. Use 

them at the start of doing anything that is going to be a win for Me, and use them again at the end 

to secure the progress made without anything being taken away and stollen from your faith fighting 

efforts. 

For example, say you are sent on a mission to feed the faith of someone. You take your reading 

material, and you have even heard from Me about what to do. But if you don’t go well-armed, the 

enemy can road block, or send an explosive mine, or at the end do some sneaky thing that will 

render all that you did nearly useless. So claim the keys before hand; claim the keys while fighting 

and feeding; and then claim them at the end to rear guard and stop any backlashes from coming as a 

result of your efforts. 

In otherwords seal your work. Keep the disrupters out, all around.  

But and if they are allowed to trouble you and battles come, it’s because I do have a bigger and 

more complex plan that you are a part of, though you don’t see all sides to that particular battle. So 

keep praising, and keep fighting, and you’ll keep winning new territory for My Kingdom. 

(See accompanying file: 24-Nov-2021_Key power) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


